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We consider two-body Schrodinger operators with multiplicative, exponentially 
decreasing and form-compact potentials. It is proved that the evolution of sharp 
cutoff approximations of a resonance function is outgoing and exponentially 
damped. Except for the choices of cutoff radii, shown to be determined by outgoing 
asymptotics, an explicit error estimate is given in terms of time variable, resonance 
energy, and width. ( 1989 Academic Press. Inc 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The validity of the exponential decay law is experimentally well known 
in many areas in physics. This paper deals with a theoretical account 
intended to be relevant for tunneling problems in nuclear physics. Our 
basic idea is to consider resonance functions, which are outgoing, exponen- 
tially increasing, and formal solutions of the Schrodinger equation. This 
idea is not new. It goes back to Gamow [4] (1928) in connection with his 
theory of cl-decay and was popular for many years afterwards (see [3] for 
a review). 
The first rigorous result on the evolution of square integrable 
approximations of two-body resonance functions (or Gamow functions) 
was given in [9], assuming that the potential is radially symmetric and 
compactly supported and that the resonances considered have s-wave 
symmetry. A numerical application to a-decay was given. Using the same 
method (eigenfunction expansion) the result of [9] was extended to a 
rather general radial and short-range potential and to all angular momen- 
tum quantum numbers [lo]. 
The present paper deals with resonances for multiplicative, exponentially 
decreasing and form compact potentials (we do not assume radial 
symmetry). The method we use is a quite simple smoothing technique and 
totally different from the one in [9, lo], however it is less explicit. It was 
announced in [9], and used in the two-body, radial case in [ 111, where 
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also a comparison between the results obtained by the two methods can be 
found. It seems that the method of eigenfunction expansion does not work 
for the operators considered in this paper. 
We consider two 3-dimensional particles. In the center of mass system 
Z,‘(Iw3) the evolution of a state g is given by em ““g, where h = - A/2m + V, 
i.e., the kinetic term plus the potential. We are concerned with states ,fR 
defined as follows: Suppose z,, = E, - iI-12 = (a - ih)2/2m is a resonance and 
let f be a corresponding resonance function. The exponential growth off at 
infinity is determined by the positive number h. For any R > 0 we define .fR 
to be the proper state given by the part off inside the ball of radius R. 
The main result of this paper stated here in the simplest way is as 
follows: 
There exists R, > 0 such that for all t 3 0 and R, 2 R,, 
lle-“ffR, -e-“=“fR*(,,ll < 7 - 
0 
b “‘4 (tr)“4 Il./-R, IIa (1.1) 
where 
R2(t) = R, + vt, v = aJm. 
We note that the interpretations of E,, f ‘, and v are energy, lifetime, 
and speed, respectively. If h $a the result (1.1) says that ,fR, decays 
exponentially in time. 
The number R, is shown in a precise way to be determined by outgoing 
asymptotic properties of the resonance function5 As opposed to the radial 
symmetric ase it is not possible to give an explicit estimate in terms of the 
part of the potential outside the ball of radius R. This is the disadvantage 
of the present generality since we think offR, as well localized in position 
space and also essentially being independent of R, in a certain range. To 
illustrate this point let us revise ( 1.1) in the case V = V(r) is radial, V(r) = 0 
for all r larger than some R, > 0, and the resonance has s-wave symmetry: 
For all t 2 0 and R, 2 R, the estimate ( 1.1) holds. 
Furthermore, 
(I.21 
llf,ll = (2b) ‘I2 ehR for all R 3 R,s. (1.3) 
It follows from (1.3) that if bR, 6 1 thenf,, essentially define the same state 
as far as bR, < bR, < 1. 
The conditions b 4 a and bR, 4 1 hold for the application given in [9]. 
Iff(R, t) denotes the part of e-j’“f, inside the ball of radius R we obtain 
as a corollary of (1.1) that the probability for “survival” 
p(t) := Ilf(R, r)li2/lifRIi2 
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satisfies the estimate (provided R is “large” and h < a) 
P(t)=e mf’(l +6(t)), (1.4) 
where \~(t)l 6 1 for some periods of time, i.e., for 0 < tf < N, where N is 
some positive integer. 
This result does not hold for N = co, since according to a well-known 
application of the PaleyyWiener theorem E(I) does not stay bounded for all 
times. On the other hand, of course, the physically most interesting time 
interval is the first small number of periods (say N = 10). 
We organize the paper as follows: Section 2 concerns definitions and 
assumptions on the potentials. The main purpose of Section 3 is to prove 
(2.1) which is an outgoing asymptotic result and plays a central role in our 
proofs. Section 3 is a technical preliminary, and all results are well known 
in form without caring for precise conditions (for instance, a variant of 
(2.1) was given by Shenk and Thoe [8, (1.2) and (3.4)]; in fact the “result” 
is older than their paper). 
Section 4 contains our results on exponential decay. The results corre- 
sponding to ( 1.1) and ( 1.4) are Theorem 4.7 and Corollary 4.9, respectively. 
In Section 5 we discuss certain aspects of our results. This includes a dis- 
cussion of our notion of resonance and also the relevance of truncated 
resonance functions with respect to time decay. An explicit (although 
pathological) example is given. 
The methods and results of this paper can be used and generalized to the 
three-body case applying the Faddeev formalism for negative energies. This 
is done in [12]. The first part of this preprint is essentially identical with 
the present paper. 
2. DEFINITIONS, NOTATIONS, AND ASSUMPTIONS 
Let Q,={xEIR~~ lxl=R} for any R>O; Q:=sL,. For te[W and 
1 d q d co we introduce the following Banach space of measurable com- 
plex-valued functions on R3: 
4 = {fl IISII .y := IISII “7 := Ile”.lfll Lo < 00 1. 
For convenience we denote by A,, A, and AY, the spaces &:, ~$2, and ~$8, 
respectively. Similarly, /fjl, := llfli ,,Z and llfil := IlfII,,,. 
For k~@ and XER~\{O} put [(,4,x)= 1~1~’ erklYi. 
In Section 3 we study regularity and asymptotic properties of functions 
f={(k,.)*0,whereforsomeq>$andt>0,0~&~and/Imk(<t. 
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Let x E R3 \ { 0) be of the form x = rw, where r > 0 and w E Q, and define 
for a.e. x, 
( > iir/ (ru)=if(rw)+c0((VLY(k;)) * Q(ro) 
and for all o E Sz 
T(O) = 1 e -“Tl( y) dy. 
We prove for any r > 0 thatf(r.) and (( l/r)(a/&) rf)(r.) are well-defined 
Z,*(Q) functions (Lemma 3.6). Assume that k # 0 and consider the L*(O)- 
valued functions cl(r,.) and EZ(r,.) defined for all r > 0 by 
and 
(r.) = ikr-‘eZkr(7( .) + &*(r,.)). 
We establish Lemma 3.8, putting 
that s(R)= O(R”-‘) for any v>O. In particular 
E(R) + 0 for R+KI. (2.1) 
For convenience we suppress special notation for restrictions and write, for 
example, llfll Lz(aR) for the norm of the restriction to Q, ofJ 
Let CC+ ) = {z ( Im z( >< )O}, and for any z E @ ~ denote by & the solu- 
tion in C - of k* =z. Denote by C ;- for t > 0 the parabolic region 
{zEC-/Im&> -t}. 
In Section 4 we impose 
Condition on V. The potential V is multiplicative and real, and VE k{, 
forsomep>$ands>O. 
The reduced mass of the two particles considered is denoted by m. 
Put h,= -A/2m on 4 and rO(z)=(hO-~)pl for z~C\lw+u (0). The 
operator rO(z) is given by convolution by (m/2n)[(k, x), where k* = 2mz 
and Im k>O. 
The Hamiltonian h = h,+ V is constructed by the standard quadratic 
form technique [6, Theorem X.171. We denote by {E, ~ j.t Iw the spectral 
family of h and define r(z) = (h -z) --’ for z E p(h), the resolvent set of h. 
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Put A = 1 VI ‘I2 and B = ) VI ~ “2 V. 
By the Sobolev inequality [6, (1X.19)] Ar,(z)B is Hilbert-Schmidt for 
- E @ +. As a B(A)-valued function k,(z) B has an analytic continuation to I 
c+ uR+uc=,(Zm, 12. For ZE @ -~ the continuation is given by Ar”,(z)B, 
where fO(z) is the operator of convolution by (m/27c)[(&, x). 
A resonance. If there exist z~E@,(~~~,~I z and 0 # 9 E k, such that 
Ar”,(z,) Bq = -q, we call z0 a resonance. The function f = ?,(z,) Bq is called 
a resonance function. The resonance width I- and energy E, are given by 
z,=E,-ifJ2. We put a-ih=k,=& and v=m-‘a. 
In Section 4 we prove that 6’ := (m/2z) Bq E 4:. Hence (2.1), with k 
replaced by k,, holds for a resonance function. 
Let SCo,,, denote the subset of C’( [0, 11) given by the conditions 
1 >cp>O, cp’<O, p(O)= 1, and cp’(O)=cp’(l)=cp(l)=O. 
For v~~lo,ll we write II~II~ lIdI, and llv”ll instead of IIcpIIL~~~o,I~~, etc. 
Define for any d, R > 0 and cp E Sco, , , the function (Pi : R + -+ R by 
for r<R 
for R<r<R+d 
for Rtdcr. 
(2.2) 
Given d, R>O, CJIES~~.,, and a resonance function f we define functions 
fR, g,, I)~E& as follows: 
3. REGULARITY AND ASYMPTOTICS 
(2.3) 
In the first part of this section we discuss regularity of functions of the 
form [(k, ) * 8, where for som fixed q > +j and t > 0, 8 E ky and I Im kl < t. 
In the second part we establish asymptotic results on restrictions to spheres 
52,. 
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LEMMA 3.1. Let k, such that /ImkJ<t, t’> -1mk and ldq’<co he 
given. Then there exists a constant C such that 
for all 0 E 4:. Moreover, (c(k, ) * e)(x) is continuous in x. 
ProoJ: We can assume that q’= co. Because - t’lxl - Im k/x- yJ - 
tlyJ6 -s/x-y/ for O<s:=Imk+min{t’, t} and all x,y~R~, it suffices 
to prove that 
sup Ix-y1 -le ‘lY i “‘e”“‘lQ(y)l dy < CllQl,,, (3.1) XE w 
for some constant C and all 0~ &‘. According to the Hiilder inequality 
[6, p. 321, (3.1) holds. 
The last part of the lemma is proved by similar means. l 
LEMMA 3.2. Let k, such that IIm kl < t, t’> -1m k and 1 d q’ < 
3(3-q)-‘q (or 1 <q’<co ifq=3, or 1 <q’<cc ifq>3) he given. Then 
there exists a constant C such that 
for all BEAT. 
II IPICk. )I * 011 -v.c,’ d CII~II ,,y 
Moreover, the distribution derivatives (a/ax,)(<(k,.) * O), i = 1, 2, 3, are 
equal to ((a/axi)[(k, .)) * 8. Zf q > 3, then ([(k,.) * e)(x) is continuously 
differentiable. 
Proof For XE 5X3\(O), V[(k, x) = i,(k, x) + i,(k, x), where 
[,(k, x) = - (xl -3 xe’k’s’ 
and (3.2) 
[,(k, x) = iklxl -’ xe’k’i’. 
According to Lemma 3.1 the first part of Lemma 3.2 follows if the 
estimate 
II li,k.)l * 011 -r’,y’d Wll,,, (3.3) 
holds for all 0 E A;. 
As in the proof of Lemma 3.1 it suffices for all s > 0 and 
3(3-q)-‘q>q’>q (or 3<q’<c0 if q=3, or q’=co if q>3) to prove 
that 
Ix-y1 -2e sly- .derl.~ll&y)l dy G Cll~ll t,y (3.4) 
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for some constant C and all 0 E Ry. By the Young inequality [6, p. 321 
(3.4), and hence (3.3) and the first part of the lemma, follow. 
One verifies for q > 3 by using the Young inequality again, that 
(8/8xi)([(k,.) * Q)(x) exist and are given by the continuous functions 
(((a/ax,)[(k, .)) * e)(x). Finally we note that the distribution derivatives 
(8/8x;)([(k,.) * 0) (by the above result) are given by ((a/~?x,)[(k,.)) * 8; if 
q > 3. For general q > $ the same results holds by a simple limiting 
argument. We make use of the inequalities in Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2. 1 
LEMMA 3.3. Suppose IIm kl < t. Then, in the sense of distributions, 
-d([(k,.) * 0)= k25(k,.) * 0+4n0. 
ProofI If Im k > 0 and q = 2, the lemma is well known. Observing 
this we complete the proof by analytic continuation in k and by a simple 
limiting argument. We make use of Lemma 3.1. 1 
LEMMA 3.4. Suppose jIm kl < t. Then 
([(k,.) * Q)(x)- ([( -k,.) * H)(x)=$[~ eik\-‘o$w) dw 
for all x E [w3 and for z(w) = j e- ik’O”O(y) dy. 
Proof The lemma follows from the identity (as noted by Shenk and 
Thoe [8, (3.11)]) 
We now proceed to the discussion on restrictions. We make use of (3.2). 
For convenience let for all R > 0, M(R) = {y E R3 1 11~1- RI > $R} and 
N(R) = IW3\M(R). 
LEMMA 3.5. Suppose IIm kl < t. Then for every R, > 0 there exists a 
constant C, such that 
II li,(k,.)I * ~II~~~~~,d~~‘~~‘~~“~ll~ll,,, 
for all 6 E & f and R > RO. 
The estimate is uniform on compact sets in {k 1 IIm kl < t }. 
Proof: For OEZ$: and R>O we have I/ Iil( * 8l/,~,,,,<A +B, where 
A = ( Ja ( i,,,,i IwR - yl ’ eplrn ‘IfuR ‘I le(y)l dy)’ R2 dco)“2 
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and 
By the Halder inequality and simple estimates 
A <~n1/2R~Ie~~lmkR 
\ I/e (“mk’ “‘~‘Ilo,y~ l/m,, (3.5) 
where q’+‘+q-‘= 1. 
Concerning B, we note that 
B<epimkRR u J dy dy’ N(R) N(R) 
x 
0 
dw IwR - yI -’ lwR - ~‘1~’ 
R > 
112 
x ellm41."l +l~'ll,qy)l IQ(~')I . 
Furthermore, for y, y’ E N(R), 
dwloR- y) m210R-y’l ’ 
(3.6) 
<4)y-y’l-’ j 
1 
IwR-y’l-‘dw+ jQ IoR- y/-‘dw} 
=% Iye y/l -2 Iy'l 1 (,og(~)2-iog(y$)2) 
+lJ~~(log(~)2-log(~)2)j 
d -$ ly-Yy’l-z log ( (w)2+log($jg2] *. (3.7) 
We insert the right-hand side of (3.7) into (3.6) and obtain 
dy’ly- y’j -’ 
x Ilog(gq 
> 
112 ellmkl(lvl + l.A)l~( y)l l(qy’)l . (3.8) 
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By the Hiilder inequality we find, if q’-’ +qml = 4, that 
and that 
lie ~rmk~~~~~N~R,~(~)/10.3~2~ ll~“lmk’~‘ ‘ ‘~N~R~IIO,q~l/~Il,,y~ (3.10) 
The lemma now follows from (3.5), the Sobolev inequality, and 
(3.8)-(3.10). 1 
LEMMA 3.6. Suppose Jim kl < t. Then for every R > 0 there exist 
constants C, and C,, such that for all 0 E AT 
II iukd * eiIL2(nR)~ c,e-lmkR iw, 
and 
Proof: For 0 E 4; and R > 0 we have (I l[(k,.)I * 811 L2,aRj d A + B, where 
A = R 
2 l/2 
jM,,, IOR- yl -I e-‘mk’oRp “‘le(Y)i dy) ) 
and 
2 1:2 
INi,) IoR- yl p1 e-‘mklwRp vfle(y)l dy) ) . 
Clearly, 
A ~4~1~2e~1mkR((e”‘mk’-~r)~~~((0.y~((~ll,,rl, 
where qfm’ +q-’ = 1. 
Because 
(3.11) 
l/2 
x dolwR-yl-’ JoR- ~‘1~’ ellmkl(\,f + I d)le(y)l le(yf)l 
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we obtain, using the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality and subsequently 
calculating the integral (cf. (3.7)), 
B<Re-lmkR 
i 
dy pkll-lll()(y)l 
N(R) 
x(&j’og(~)2-‘og(~)2})‘i2 
x e(lImkl - r1l.l 
XI+(R) 
II 
IML,,~ 
0.4’ 
(3.12) 
where q’-‘+q-‘= 1. 
The Lemma follows from (3.11), (3.12), and Lemma 3.5. 1 
LEMMA 3.7. Suppose 1 Im kl < t. For 8 E A:, r > 0, and o E Q, define 
z(w) = f dy e -ik’uYO( y), 
andfor i= 1,2, 3 (x=rw), 
+bi(ro) = ikxirp2eik’r(o). 
Then for any R, > 0 and v > 0 there exist constants Cl and Cz, such that 
fori=1,2,3andal18ER~andR>R0, 
lli(k;) * d- IC/IIL~(n,) d R” ‘e mlmkRClllQllr.y 
and 
The estimates are uniform on compact sets in {k I IIm kl < t). 
Proof: Let ehq, S > 0, and R > 4S be given. Define K(S) = 
{wR31 IA >S>, es=x K&3, and function rs and $s by replacing 0 by 0, 
in the definitions above. 
A slight modification of the proof of Lemma 3.6 provides with 
(q’-‘+q-’ = 1) that 
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Clearly, 
Let O[, = 0 - 8, and rji = $I - tjS. By power expansion of the square root 
appearing in the expression Ix- yl = 1x1(1 +(~yl/l~~)~-2yx/lxl~)“~ for all 
given x, YE R3 such that 1x1 > 41~1, one can prove that 
< 27r’/2e-1mkR{S/(R - S) + (exp{ Jkl 3S2/R} - I)} 
x lie (‘lmk+‘)‘.‘llO,y. llell,.,. (3.15) 
From (3.13) (3.14), and (3.15) we obtain for all 1 > v >O and R,>O (by 
taking S = P2) that there exists a constant C such that the estimate 
lli(k,.) *e - $11 L2(nR) 6 R’- ‘e mlmkRWll ,,y (3.16) 
holds for all 8 E ~$7 and R > R,. 
Clearly the estimate (3.16) holds uniformly on compact sets in 
jk I IImkl < t}. 
The first inequality in the lemma is proved. The second follows in a 
similar way. We make use of Lemmas 3.5 and 3.6. 1 
The result (2.1) is included in the following lemma, which is easily 
proved from Lemma 3.7. 
LEMMA 3.8. Suppose that IImkl < t and k #O. Define for all OE ~$7 
functions E,( .,.) and E~( .,.) as in Section 2. Then for any r,>O and v >O 
there exists a constant C, such that the estimate 
IlEi(r3. )ll L~~~)~rv-‘CIIQIIr,y 
holdsfori=1,2,andallQ~A~andr>r,. 
The estimate is uniform on compact sets in (k # 0 I IIm k( < t}. 
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Remark 3.9. Suppose that there exists a compact set M, such that the 
functions 8 in Lemma 3.8 are supported in M. Then the inequality holds for 
v = 0 (cf. (5.1)). The “r- ‘-estimate” is optimal, as it follows from the 
asymptotic form of Riccati-Hankel functions [S, (2.71)] (see also [S, 
(12.146)]). 
4. EXPONENTIAL DECAY 
We fix a resonance z0 and a corresponding resonance function 
f= r”,(z,) Bq, where 0 # -r] = AJo Bty. 
The relevance of the results in Section 3 comes from the following 
LEMMA 4.1. BYE&‘. 
Prooj We choose some E such that 2 > E > 0 and (3 - E) -’ + 
P ~ ’ - 1 < 0. By the Holder inequality 
(e ” ‘B) q E dp’, where p;’ =(2p)y’+2--‘. 
Hence by the Young inequality (notice that --sIxI + blx- yJ -sly1 < 
(b-3)(x--yl and that I.I-‘exp~(b-s)l.I}~~~~~), 
e -~l~l~o(z,) e-“l’l(e~l.lBv) E &PZ, 
where p;’ =(3-E)-‘+p;‘-1. Here we assume that 0<(3-E))‘+ 
PI . 
-‘- 1 
Finally, by the Holder inequality, 
-q = (Ae”l.l) e~“l~lF,(zo) By E Ap3, 
where p y ’ = (2~)~’ +p;’ (notice that (2~)~’ +p;‘< 1). 
We have proved, assuming 0 < (3 - E) - ’ + p; ’ - 1, that q E Rp3, where 
PC’ -2-‘=(3-E))‘+p~’ - 1 < 0. For sufficiently large n, 2 ~ ’ + 
~((3 -E) -’ + p ~ ’ - 1) < 0. Hence by bootstrapping the argument above, 
we conclude that there exists 1 d pl d cc such that e”l”Bq E AP’ and that 
(3-~))‘+p;‘-1~0. For this pl there exists ~>E’>E such that 
(3 - E,)- ’ + p; ’ - 1 = 0. By the Young (or Holder) inequality we now 
obtain (as above) that 
e ~“I’lFo(zo) e -“‘.l(e”l.lBv) E 4”. 
Accordingly, Bq = - V’E &‘, and the lemma follows. 1 
LEMMA 4.2. 0 # o E L2(f2), where r(o) = J e ~“““y(m/2n)( Bq)( y) dy. 
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Proof Suppose r = 0. Then by Lemmas 3.1, 3.2, and 3.4, f~ D(/I~‘~). 
Furthermore by Lemma 3.3, - (d/2m) f = zof- V’in the sense of distribu- 
tions. We conclude that f~ D(h) and that (h - zO) f= 0, violating the fact 
that h is self-adjoint. a 
LEMMA 4.3. Let d, R > 0 and cp E ScO,,, be given. Then gRE D(h) and 
(h-z,) g,=ti,. 
Proof: Let {ei} ;” c C,“(R3) be given such that 0, + 8 := (m/271) Bq in 
R,P forj-+ co. Then [(IQ,.) * (3,~ Coo(R3), so by Lemma 3.2 the distribution 
identity, 
v~cpR(l~oi(kl~~) * 0,) 
=cP~(l.I)(VS(ko,.))*~j+(V~~(I.I))i(ko,.)*e~, (4.1) 
holds for all j. 
Clearly VcpAl.l) ’ g IS iven by multiplication by (x/lxl)((d/dr) cpR)(lxl) (in 
fact, this expression is the gradient in the pointwise sense). Now we let 
j + cc in (4.1), using Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2. We obtain that 
and hence that g, E D(hAi2). 
A similar argument provides that 
. . (4.2) 
We have used Lemmas 3.113.3 and the fact that dq,( 1. I) is given by 
multiplication by 
The lemma follows from (4.2). 1 
From now on we assume (cf. Lemma 4.2) that I/t(l Ll(RI = 1 and denote by 
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R, some positive number, which satisfies the condition a~‘lk,l(2~(R,) + 
c2(RO)) < 1. 
The following proposition provides important information on the 
localization off in position space. 
PROPOSITION 4.4. For all R > R,, 
IlfRll ($ ) (26) *‘*ebR{l( T)a-’ ~kol(2~(R,)+~2(RO))}‘~2. 
Prooj Let d > 0, R > RO, and 9 E S,, ,, be given. By Lemma 4.3, 
IIgRi12 r/2=1m(gRy (h-zo) gR)=Irn(gR, $R). (4.3) 
Hence II gRl12 = A + B, where 
and 
B=2r-‘Im (/‘/d-l)/, -;($VR) ($&f). 
Clearly A = 0. We easily establish (notice that si’” Iq,(r)(d/dr) qR(r)I dr 
= 4) that 
B-(2b)-’ eZhR 2 -ap’lk,l(2b)p’ e2b(R+d)(2c(R) +6’(R)) (4.4) 
and that 
B-(2b)~‘e26(R+d’~a-‘~k,~(2b)~‘e2b’R+d)(2~(R)+~2(R)). (4.5) 
Furthermore, 
IIgR-fRIi de b(R+d)(l + E(R)) d1’2 IIcJII. (4.6) 
From (4.4) and (4.6) we obtain for d small that 
lifRl\ 2 iIg,li - IlfR - gRll 
3 (2b)- ‘1’ ebR 1 -ap’lkol { eZbd(2&( R) + E*(R)) ) I” 
-eh’R+d)(l +~(R))dl’* llqlj. 
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Similarly we obtain from (4.5) and (4.6) that 
IlfRll 6 IlgRll + III-R - gRll 
< (2b) -I ebtR+d){ 1 + a-‘lkol(2&(R) + &2(R))}“2 
+ ebCR+“)(l +E(R)) d”* IlcpII. 
The lemma follows by letting d + 0 in the above inequalities. 1 
Remark 4.5. There exists an alternative proof based on the Gauss 
theorem (the divergence theorem) and inequalities in Section 3. 
LEMMA 4.6. Let d> 0, R, > R,, and cp E S,, ,, be given. Then, putting 
R2(s) = R, + us, the A-valued function eis(hpZo)gR2(s, is continuously differen- 
tiable for s > 0. Moreover, 
f IlfR, II c, 
where 
C= {l-a~-‘lk,l(2~(R,)+~~(R~))}~‘e~~(2bd)~’~ 
-I {b + -W,l 4R2W)) lI(~‘ll ) x ((2md2)p’ 11 +4RI)}Il~“lI + (m4 
Proof For all s>O and rEIW+, 
$ vR&-) = -x(R?~.~~.R?~J~+ddr $+‘(r-yJ). (4.7) 
We use Lemma 4.3 and (4.7) and obtain that the derivative of 
eru(h~zo)gR2~s~ exists and is given by 
d { eW :o)gRz~s~} = eiF(h - =a) 
ds {jl/l~m+(-$~a) (I-IV}. (4.8) 
Clearly a.e. i$R2(s)(x) + ((d/ds) vRZts))( 1x1) f(x) = A + . . . + F, where, 
putting x = rw, R = R,(s), I= X(R,R+d,(r), and si = Ei(r, o) for i = 1, 2: 
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We remark that C and E “almost cancel” (this fact turns out to be 
crucial!): 
Obviously the first part of the lemma follows from the above expressions 
and (4.8). 
Now we use the estimates 
IIAII + IIBII 6 (2md3j2)-’ eh(Rz’s’+d’{l + E(R~(s))}II(P”II, 
llC+Ell ~bd~“2m~‘eb’R2’“‘+d’(lcp’ll, 
IIDII + lIFtI 62)k,l d- ‘12rn2- ‘eh(R2’s)+d’&(R2(S))ll(p’ll, 
and obtain from (4.8) and Proposition 4.4, 
0 
< (2h)-‘12 ebRlebd(2bd)‘i2 
x {G’md’)F (1 +4R2b))l Ilcp”ll 
+ (mK’ ih+21kol 4R20))J llv’ll) 
d ilfR,#’ -a ~‘Ikol(2~(R1)+.z2(RI))}-1’2ebd(2bd)”2 
x {(2md*)F’ (1 +-(RI)) ll~“/l 
+bW’ ~~+21k~l~(RZ(~))~lI~‘ll~~ I 
)ur main result is the following 
THEOREM 4.7. For all t > 0 and RI > RO, 
(le--irhfR,-e~i*‘Of,,(,,/I d IlfR,II & 
where 
R,(t) = RI + vt 
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and 
b 
0 
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K, = K,(t, R,, zo) = ~‘~~3 - ig25’4 a ( d-p4 
x { 1 -ap’lk,l (2c(R,) + E’(R,))} -I,” 
x{l+i(R,)+(~)1’2(t~)‘~23’;‘2~-5’2 
+3”42-“2(2m)-“2 l/k,,1 r-“2j.;dsr(R2(s))). 
Proof: Let t > 0, RI > R,, d> 0, and cp E Sco,11 be given. By the first 
part of Lemma 4.6 
IWTR, -ep’“Of,,,,,ll G Ile--‘YfR, - gR,)ll 
+ llg,, -~“(h-‘%R2~~~II + lie-“‘O(g,,(,,-f,,(,,)ll 
+ ~~‘f’211fR2w - gR2mlI. 
Now we apply (4.6), Proposition 4.4, and the second part of Lemma 4.6 
and obtain 
Ile-“hfR, - e~“‘Of,,~,,ll 
G llfR,llil --a -‘~~,J(~E(R’)+E~(R’))}-“~ 
x ehd(2bd)“2 
i 
2{ 1 + F(R,)}I/(PII 
+ t(2md2)-’ (1 +~(R,)J(lq”/l 
+ (mC’ lb+ 2lkd j; ds dRAS)I llv’ll 
i 1 I 
The inequality holds for d= ($)‘I2 t’/2(2m)p’/2 I(cp”l( “’ llqll ~-‘12. Hence 
IleCithfR, - eC”ZOfR2(t)Il 
G llfR,ll{l --a--’ I~~I(~&(RI)+~~(R,)))~“~ 
x 2”P--3/4~~(p~~3/4 )I~“/I ‘14 ( tl-)“4 
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x exp 0 ; lI@‘ll ‘I2 IICPII -‘I2 1 b I/2 
X 1 + E(R,) + 2- 5’23”2(tr)“2 ; 0 ll(P’ll Ild -I’* ll~“ll 1/2 
+ 3”22-“211cp’I) IlqII -l” I)cp”)( -l/’ 
x(2m)-“2 Ik,11’2 t--“2J;dsE(R2(S))]. (4.9) 
The theorem follows by inserting (cf. Remark 4.8 below) q(x)= 
cos2(x7c/2) into the right-hand side of (4.9). In this case cpI(, llq’]l, and ll~“il 
are equal to 3iJ22 ~ 3f2, 7~2 ~3/2, and n22 P3/2, respectively. 1 
Remark 4.8. Consider the functional [. ] on St,,, II given by [q] = 
II(Pl13’4 lI f’II . ‘I4 In the proof of Theorem 4.7 appears the problem of 
minimizing [ .]. It can be proved that [q] > 22”’ for all cp E St, i,. On the 
other hand, for example, the functions q,,(x) = ~0~“~~(xrc/2), n = 5, 6, .,., are 
better choices than (p4(x) = cos2(,~rr/2). In fact [q4] > [q5] > . > 
lim, + m cq,] =nu43v82-3!2, 
The following corollary gives the probability for “survival” of a particle 
initially described by fR, for some R, > R,. We refer to [9] for proof and 
discussion (application to a-decay). 
COROLLARY 4.9. For all R, > R, and t 3 0, 
Iy(t)l <22er”2K,(t, R,,z,)+er’Kf(t, R,,z,). 
Remark 4.10. The error estimate can be slightly improved by replacing 
K, by a smaller constant K2 = K2(t, R,, zO) such that [Ix~~,~,,([. ])(e -““f,, 
- e -ifZOfR2(ZJ) /I < IlfR, II K2. A simple modification of the proof of Theorem 4.7 
provides such a constant. (Notice that /Ix~~,~,)( 1. I) e-“Zo(g,,(,, -fR2(1j)ll 
= 0.) Approximately, K, N 7~“~3-~/~2*/~(b/a)~/~ (tr “” holds for R, large 
and b/a small. 
On energy localization we have 
THEOREM 4.11. For all n>O and R, >R,, 
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where 
and 
I,= {kR( II-E,\ >nf/2} 
K, = K,(n, RI 2 zo) 
= 713”*a-‘~k,~(n2 + 1))‘12 exp(2~3~‘i2a~‘lk01(n2 + l))“*} 
x 1 + 3’j24-’ i (n’+ 1)“’ * il +4Rd2 
x (1 -u-‘lk,~(2~(R’)+~~(R,))}-‘. 
Proof. Let n > 0, R, > R,, d > 0, and cp E S,, ,, be given. By Lemma 4.3, 
J” dE,fR,=j dE,(f~,-g,l)+j,“(i.-zo)-‘dE;.*,,. (4.10) 
1” fn 
Using Proposition 4.4 we obtain 
ll$R,ll G Il.fR,ll{l -~~‘l~ol(2~(Rl)+~2(R’))~~“2ebd 
x (2bd)“* (1 +~(R,))(d-~(2m)-‘\~(p”~l 
+ IkolbW’ Ilcp’ll). (4.11) 
The identity (4.10) together with (4.11) (4.6) and Proposition 4.4 
provide 
lij,” dE1fR,il d IlfR,II ebdW4’/2 
x (1 -a-‘~k,,l(2~(R,)+~*(R’)))-‘~~ 
x (1 +E(R’))(IJ(PJI +2rp1(n2+ 1))“’ 
x (dp2(2m)-’ Ilcp”ll + IUbW’ llcp’ll)). (4. 
Finally we insert d= Ik,)(ab))’ II’pII-’ Ilcp’(l(n2+ 1))“2 and cp(x 
cos2(x7c/2) into the right-hand side of (4.12). 1 
12) 
)= 
Remark 4.12. In the proof of Theorem 4.11 one would like to minimize 
(cf. Remark 4.8) the functional [ .] on S co,ll given by [VI= Ilcpll lv’ll. 
Because - 1 = 2((p, cp’), [v] > i. 
Remark 4.13. The forms of the constants in Theorems 4.7 and 4.11, 
K, = C,(b/u)“4 (,,)‘I4 and K, = C,n-‘, respectively, are expected to be 
“optimal.” Moreover, C, = 2/7t (rather than C, = ~3”~) is “optimal” (at 
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least this is the case for radial potentials). We refer to [9, lo], where 
the proofs are very explicit compared to the proofs presented above. 
Concerning the main result the best estimate we have proved (in the 
radial case) is K, ‘v C,(b/a)“4 (tr)‘j4, where C, =2’j4(3rr) -~I” 2: 1, 1 [lo]. 
As t -+ cc the statement of Theorem 4.7 becomes poor. However, this is 
due to necessity (rather than our incapability) as it follows from 
THEOREM 4.14. Let R, > 0 be given and define R2(t) = R, + tv, t 3 0. 
Then 
(eC”‘LfX,, e -“--y-/& + 0 for t -+ CD. 
Proof By (4.6) and Lemma 4.3 it suffices to prove for all d> 0 that 
(4.13) 
where g = r(ZO) f,, . 
Clearly (4.13) holds for g replaced by the part of g belonging to 
the points spectral subspace of h. Hence by asymptotic completeness 
[7, Theorem X1.301, it suffices to prove for any d> 0 and g E R that 
X(RA~).RZ(~I+~)~ - i’hOg + 0, for t-+23. (4.14) 
We may assume that g E S([w3) and that supp g n {k E [w3 1Ikl = a} = $25. 
Now (4.14) follows from a stationary phase result [7, corollary, p. 381. 1 
5. DISCUSSION 
If the potential in Section 4 is radially symmetric, every resonance func- 
tion has the form f(rw) =C,,,, f,,,,(r) Y:(w), where the sum is finite, 
t-EL!+, w E 0, and Y;l are spherical harmonics. In this case the parameter 
E(R), defined by (2.1) for each resonance function f,,,(r) Y?(w), can be 
estimated explicitly in terms of the quantum number I, the potential and 
the resonance position [ 10, (3.18)]. For example, assume V(r) = 0 for 
r> R,>O. Then for all R2 R,, 
~(R)<exp(21(/+ l)/Jk,, R} - 1. (5.1) 
Assuming now that the right-hand side of (5.1) is smaller than 
41(1+ l)/lk,l R it is easy to estimate the last term in the constant K, of 
Theorem 4.7. We obtain for all t > 0 and all R i 3 R, that 
3”42-“2(2m))“2 )&,I t-I’* j; ds&(R2(s)) 
52 31’41(1+ l)(aR,)-I”. (5.2) 
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Another aspect we will discuss is the connection between resonance func- 
tions and pole terms of the resolvent, continued analytically as an operator 
between exponentially weighted spaces. Using analytic Fredholm theory it 
is easy to prove with the condition on V in Section 2 that the set of 
resonances coincides with the set of poles of P(z), which here denotes the 
WA,, 4 ,)-valued meromorphic continuation of the resolvent to 
i ‘E@,&.,w Let h-” denote the natural extension of h to the space A_,,, 
see [2]. Suppose z0 is a resonance and let P be the residue of F(z) at zO. 
Then the following expansion holds in a neighbourhood of zO: 
i=(z)= c 
(j -3 - zo)‘) ’ p 
(2 - ZJ’ 
+ regular term. 
N z II 2 I 
Moreover, we have the following alternative to our Lippmann-Schwinger 
type definition of resonance functions: 
The space of resonance functions at z,, is given by the nullset of h ~’ - z0 
restricted to the range of P (this operator is nilpotent). 
We refer to [2] for the proofs of these assertions. 
The above connection between resonance functions and the pole terms of 
the resolvent exhibits an important property of resonance functions with 
respect to time decay: (the argument is well known) we express the evolu- 
tion group as an integral on the real axis involving the resolvent, and then 
we deform the contour (by the Cauchy theorem) across a resonance (see 
[9, Diagram 11). In this way a residue term due to the resonance arises. If 
this term “dominates” for a long time, we have “established” a connection 
between resonance functions (at least if the resolvent pole is simple) and 
time decay. 
Since the above argument is unrigorous (even for explicitly given multi- 
plicative potentials it is a hard problem to obtain rigorous results), we give 
in what follows an example of a two-body Schrodinger operator, where the 
potential is rank-one and dilation-analytic, showing that the “procedure 
works”: 
For arbitrary a, b > 0 and mass m > 0, define i(x) = (2m) -I” a(2b)“’ 
em-““, XE[W~. The potential is given by V= I[) ((1. For all ~EC, define 
fk(x)=a(2b)“’ ((ik+b)l~l)~’ (e-h’X’-erk’r’), XEIW~. For all ZEC\R+ 4 
(0) we put 2mz = k2, Im k > 0. Then the simple identity, 
2mlfk) <fkl 
'tz) = 'dz) + (k _ k,)(k + I;o)' (5.3) 
holds for k, :=a-ib and all z~@\[w+ u (0). 
It follows that z0 = (2m)-’ ki is a “resonance” and that f :=fka is a 
“resonance function.” Using (5.3) in the way indicated above, we finally 
obtain: 
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Let n2 > n 1 > 0 and m, a, R > 0 be given. Then there exist K, b. > 0 such 
that for all 6,L h > 0 and n2 2 t2m -lab = trz n, , 
x~~,~~(I~I)~~“~x~o,R~(I~I)= T,+Tz, 
where 
T, = -e-“=$ Ixco,,q(I.I)f) (x~o..,(l.I,fl 
and 
Assume b is small. Then we learn from (5.4) that the part of ePirhg 
localized in (x I 1x1 <R} (for g localized in the same way) generically is 
given by Ce ~ “‘Of or some (large) time-interval. 
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